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. VAROHA FROM A MODERN PERSPECTIVE
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Candrava–kyas of Vararuci (4th Cent. AD) give a method of
computing the position of the Moon at sunrise on any day at any place.
For finding the position at a time other than the sunrise, linear interpolation
.
is inadequate. So Ma– dhava of Sangamagra– ma (14th Cent. AD) devised a
method for finding the position corresponding to 9 parts of the day. The
mathematical idea of this method is studied in this paper.
Key words: Anomalistic period, Candrava–kyas, Dhruva,
Mandocca, Periodic function, Sphut. a,

1. INTRODUCTION
The well-known Candrava–kyas of Vararuci (4th Cent. AD) provide a
method of finding the longitude of Moon for any Kali day, at sunrise at
.
Lanka– . Corrections like cara, desƒa–ntara etc. can be effected to get the
longitude of the Moon for any place at sunrise on any day. For a time other
than sunrise one can use linear interpolation. But the results obtained thus
are not accurate.
.
To rectify this inaccuracy, Ma– dhava of Sangamagra– ma (14th Cent.
AD) devises an ingenious method. In this, the day is divided into nine parts
and the longitude corresponding to the beginning of each part is obtained.
From a modern point of view the method can be interpreted in terms of
periodic functions with certain properties. Ma– dhava also gives revised
Va–kyas in the place of Candrava–kyas of Vararuci.
2. COMPUTATION

OF

PLANETARY POSITIONS

For the computation of planetary positions, two methods were
generally followed. The former is arithmetical and the latter geometrical. In
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the former the position of the concerned planet is recorded for a long period
till it comes back to original position nearly after a certain number of days.
The same table can be used to calculate the position for the successive
periods and a correction is made to remove the accumulated error.
Candrava–kyas of Vararuci

We shall illustrate this with Candrava–kyas of Vararuci. This table
.
which gives the positions of the Moon for 248 days at Sunrise at Lanka– . (the
zero position on earth), starting at the instant when Mandocca of Moon, the
Moon and mes. a–di coincide. Thus at the starting point the longitude of the
Moon at Mandocca is zero. The Vararuci’s va–kyas run thus:

xzhuZ% Js;% (120 03')
G ī rnah. sƒreyah.

/ksuo% Jh% (240 09')
Dhenavh sƒr ī ah.

#nzLrq uE;% (1r 060 22')
Rudrastu namyah.
The table gives the longitude of the Moon at sunrise for 248 days at
. –
Lanka. Mandocca is the position at which it is farthest from the earth.
Anomalistic period of the Moon – the period for moving from Mandocca to
Mandocca is 27.554501 days. In about 248 days it makes 9 revolutions
round the earth with respect to Mandocca and at that time the longitude
would be 270 44′ as given by the last Va–kya, Hkosr~ lq[ke~ (bhavet sukham).
We can use the Candrava–kyas for finding the longitude of the Moon
for any day at sunrise at any place. First, we find the longitude at sunrise
.
at Lan ka– . For this we find the number of days elapsed since the
commencement of Kaliyuga or what is called Ahargan. a. The year used is
sidereal year the duration of which is 365 days 6 hours 12 minutes 38.56
seconds and this differs from the modern figure by less than three minutes.
To get the number of kali days over, we proceed as follows.
Multiply the figure representing the year of Kali elapsed by 2103890,
subtract 12372 and divide by 5760. This gives the number of days elapsed
at the commencement of the current Kali year represented by the solar

–
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ingress into the ra–sƒi Mes. a. Then we add the Va–kyas giving the number of
days in each month starting from Mes. a. This is given by:

dqyhu (kul ī na) (31) :{kK (ru–ks. ajn‚a) (62) fo/kku (vidha–na) (94)
ek=;k (ma–traya–) (125) {k.kL; (ks. an. asya) (156) flagL; (simhasya) (187) lqiq=
(suputra) (217) pRoj% (catvarah) (246)
rFkkfnz (tatha–dri) (276) ehuk³~x (m ī na–n. ga) (305) e`xk³~x (mr. ga–n. ga) (335)
ekrqy% (ma–tulah. ) (365)
These Va–kyas suggest that by the end of month Mes. a 31 days by
Vr. s. abha 62 days by Mithuna 94 days are over and so on. If the date is 10th
of Karkat. aka, the number of days that has passed over since the
commencement of the year is: 94+9=103. This has to be added to the figure
representing the number of days that have elapsed in the Kali year. Thus we
get the Ahargan. a. But it may differ from the actual figure by a day or two.
To obviate this difficulty, use the fact that kali Yuga started on a Friday. By
dividing the Ahargan. a by 7 and noting the remainder and the actual weekday,
the error can be rectified. Now we have to find the Va–kya to be used for the
day. For this, subtract from the number of kali days elapsed, 1741650 and
divide by 12372, 3031 and 248. Note the quotients q1, q2 and q3 respectively
and note the final remainder. This suggests the Va–kya to be used. If the
remainder is 195, then the 195th Va–kya indicating 1r17°14′ is to be used.
Now we have to find Dhruva to remove the accumulated error. For this
multiply q1 by 9r27°48′ 9′′ 44′′ multiply q2 by 11r7°31′ 10′′ 16′′′′ and q3 by
0r27°43′ 28′′ 39′′′′ and add. To the sum add 1r6°31′ 41′′ 31′′′′. Note the sum.
When added to the Va–kya the longitude of the Moon at Sun rise at Lanka is
obtained. For a particular place Desƒa–ntara Samska–ra and Cara Samska–ra
are required. Bhuja–ntara Samska–ra can also be effected. Thus the longitude
of the Moon at any place at sunrise can be obtained. To get the longitude
of the Moon at some time of the day or night, (20 Na–d. ika–s 43 Vina–d. ika–s
after sunrise for example) linear interpolation can be made. But this method
.
is not accurate. Ma– dhava of San gamagra–ma has suggested a method in
Ven. va–roha to get this at any 9th part of the day. The author has studied this
from the modern perspective and the method of Ma– dhava is equivalent to
the use of properties of periodic functions.
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The procedure of finding the Va–kya and dhruva is detailed in
Pañcabodha (5.12-14) thus:

vfer;oksRlqdghua
|qx.ka jlxSfjdS% dqyhuk³xS% |
nsosUnzSjfi gzRok
rfPN"Va Hkofr okD;la[;sUnks% ||
fofo/ka futolqjks/ka
rkisuksáa dqykluSiq.;e~ |
f/kxgjy?kql=ksua
pSrku~ gkjkLrS% QyS% Øe'k% ||
gRok rs"kka ;ksx%
dkSyVHkwikyru;la;qä% |
ns'kkUrj fo?kVhÑr
jRukizk;sfUorks /kzqoks Ks;% ||
amitaya votsuka h ī nam
dyugan. am rasagairikaih. kul ī na–ñgaih. |
devendrairapi hr. .t va–
tacchis. .t am bhavati va–kyasam
. khyendoh. || 12 ||
vividham
. nijavasurodham
.
–
–
ta penohyam
. kula sanaipun. yam |
dhigaharalaghusatronam
.
–
–
–
caita n ha rha hs. taih. phalaih. kramasƒah. || 13 ||
–
hatva tes. a–m yogah.
kaulat. a bhu–pa–latanayasam
. yuktah.
–
desƒa ntaravighat. ī kr. ta |
ratna–pra–yenvito dhruvoh. jñeyah. || 14 ||

–
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Rationale: Va–kyas themselves can be derived. In the beginning of Kali the
three points Mes. a–di, the Moon and the Mandocca of the Moon coincided.
The mean longitude of the Moon after one day = 790' 35''
The longitude of Mandocca after one day = 6' 41''
Manda Kendra = 783' 54''

= 67′54′′ (negative being Mes. a–di)
Therefore the longitude of the Moon = 790' 35'' – 67' 54''
= 722' 41''
= 12° 2' 41''
This is approximated to 12° 03' (g ī rnah sƒreyah).
In this way other Va–kyas can be found out.
It is to be observed that Candrava–kyas can be used for from any
instant of coincidence of the Moon and its Mandocca. Starting from the
beginning of Kaliyuga any multiple of the anomalistic period of the Moon
corresponds to the coincidence of the Moon and its Mandocca. The numbers
1741650, 123723031 and 248 correspond to these. The longitude of the
Moon when 1741650 days have elapsed is found thus:
Longitude of the Moon

= 1r6°27′ 54′′ 49′′′ 52′′′′

Longitude of Mandocca = 1r7°11′ 5′′ 31′′′ 41′′′′
Manda Kendra

= 12r– (43′ 10′′ 41′′′ 49′′′′)

Manda Phala

= 3′ 46′′ 43′′′ 10′′′′
(Positive being Tula–d ī )

Longitude of the Moon

=

1r6°31′ 41′′ 31′′′
retaining up to tatpara

This is indicated by kaulat. abhu–pa–la tanaya (verse 14).
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Also mandocca and the Moon are very near indicating the end of
anomalistic cycle.
In a similar way we can show that the longitude of the Moon when
12372 days have elapsed is 3r27°48′ 9′′ 44′′′ (vividham nijavasurodham,
verse 13). These numbers themselves are obtained from the continued fraction
corresponding the anomalistic period

Novel Method in Ven. va–roha

The method described above is useful in finding the longitude of the
Moon at any place on earth, at sunrise. But, for finding the longitude of the
Moon at any time on a day accurately, this method does not help. One can
use the method of linear interpolation but the results are not very accurate.
.
Ma– dhava of San gamagra–ma devices is an ingenious method to circumvent
this difficulty. The method is described here under. For details see [2 and 3]
The anomalistic period of the Moon or the time taken by the Moon
to move from Mandocca to Mandocca once is 27 days 33 Na–d. ika–s 16
Vina–d. ika–s. Ma– dhava has given it as

days. Candrva–kyas start from

a position when the Mandocca, the Moon and Mes. a–di coincided at sunrise
.
at Lanka– . Let a full days and g part-day be elapsed at sunrise since the
coincidence of the Moon and Mandocca. This means that we can use the
Candrava–kyas from the moment which was exactly a+g days before the
current day. Consider a moment which is g of a day before the current day.
The moment falls on the previous day, its na–d. i-vina–d. i etc. being the same
as the end of the cycle a days ago. Thus if we get the dhruva of the Moon
at the end of the cycle, add to the va–kya a of the Moon, we get the longitude
of the Moon for the moment on the previous day. In this way can get the
longitudes at the moments at the end of (a + h) days + 1 cycle, (a + h) days
+ 2 cycles etc. before sunrise on the current day. Only thing is, for every
moment for which the moment is pushed backwards, the dhruva
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has to be subtracted. The procedure for computing them is given in Ven. varoha
(Sarma 1956) and Sphut. acandra–pti (Sarma 1973) which is detailed below.
We thus get a set of Va–kyas corresponding to the nine moments the first
Va–kya being a and the successive va–kyas differing by 27 or 28. Using a
suitable Va–kya one can get the longitude of the Moon at g + f on that day
and so on. Thus one can get the nine instants and the corresponding Va–kyas.
Adding it to the dhruva one gets the longitude of the Moon at the instant.
The method given in Ven. varoha (Sarma, 1955) and Sphut. acandra–pti(Sarma,
1973) is detailed below.
Let N be the number of kali days elapsed at some instant of the day.
Subtract 1502008 from N. N – 1502008 is called Khan. d. asƒes. a. Let it be equal
to k. Find

In fact

where

days = anomalistic period of the Moon. Let q1 be the quotient

and r1 be the remainder. Then q1 is the number of anomalistic cycle over.
Find
. Let q2 be the quotient and r2 be remainder. Then q2 is the
number of the first Va–kya to be used. To find the next Va–kya, find
Then quotient q3 is the next Va–kya. Find

.

. The quotient q4 gives

the next Va–kya. The instants are given by

Thus we get the nine instants and the corresponding Va–kyas.
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To the Va–kyas obtained, Dhruva has to be added. In Ven. varoha, the
Khan. da or the date from which calculations are made is 15002008. The
dhruva on this date can be calculated. To this is to be added dhruva as
prescribed below: For 5105 anomalistic periods the dhruva is 5r27°47′. For
each 69 anomalistic periods the dhruva is 7r1°47′ and for one anomalistic
. Adding the sum of the Dhruva so obtained to the
period it is
–
Va kya, the longitude of the Moon is obtained. This longitude is for
.
Lan ka–. By making Desƒa–ntara and Cara corrections one gets it for the
desired place.
The dhruva 5r27°47′ includes that for the Khan. d. a. Therefore, while
calculating dhruva, 5105 should be subtracted only once. For the remaining
use the dhruva for 69 cycles and cycles for the remaining. We calculate
dhruva for agrimaphala the first quotient and for the remaining subtract at
the rate of

.
3. PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

AND THEIR

PROPERTIES

We discuss in this section real valued functions of real variables. In
what follows R stands for the set of real numbers. A function f: R→R is
called a periodic function if there exists a real number λ such that f(x + λ)
= f(x) for every xεR. The number λ is called a period of f. The smallest
positive number λ is called the period of f.
Consider a periodic function f for which f (1), f (2),..., f(n) are known
for some positive integer n. Let the period of the function be m + l, where
m is positive integer and 0 < l < 1. We develop a method for finding f(x)
when x takes certain non-integral values.
Lemma 1: Let f: R→R be a periodic function with period m + l. Then for
any positive integer r.
f (x + (r - rl) - [r - rl]) = f (x - (m + 1)r - [r - rl])
[ ] denoting the greatest integer function.
In particular, f (x + (1 - l) - [1 - l]) = f (x + (m + 1) - [1 - l]) etc.
Proof: Let r be a positive integer. Then,
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f (x + (r - rl) - [r - rl]) = f (x + (r - rl) - [r - rl] + r (m + l))
= f (x + r (m + 1) - [r - rl])
Lemma 2: Let

in lowest terms where 0 < l < 1.

Let k ε {0, 1, 2, ..., q-1}.
Then

where k takes the values 0, 1,

and j takes the same values in some order and a is a positive integer or 0.
Proof: Since

is in lowest terms.

where takes these

values 0, 1, 2, ..., q - 1 in some order or other.
When k = 0, a = 0 and i = 0 when k = 1,

when k > 1,

As k takes the values 0, 1, ..., q-1, q-j also takes the same values in
some order or other. The result now follows.
Lemma 3: Let

where

is in its lowest terms and
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then for any r, s, ε {0, 1, 2, ..., q-1}
rl - [rl] = sl - [sl] if and only if r = s.
Proof: The ‘if’ part is trivial. To prove the ‘only if’ part let

where a is a positive integer or zero and
.
Clearly
, since

Thus we can write,
rl - [rl] = b + rε
Similarly,
sl - [sl] = d + sε for some d.
Let now, rl - [rl] = sl - [sl]. Then
b + rε = d + sε
Therefore,
for some
i,

.

for some
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Thus,

Since we can take
where 0 < f < 1.
Thus we get
.
This implies

Since

and j - i is and integer or zero, it follows that i = j and

r = s.
The result now follows.
The above lemmas lead to
Theorem 1: Let f = R → R be a periodic function with period equal to
m + l where m is a positive integer and 0 < l < 1. If

is in its lowest

terms, then the points
1 - l, (2 - 2l) - [2 - 2l], (3 - 3l) - [3 - 3l], ..., (q - 1) - (q - 1) l - [(q - 1)
- (q - 1) l], divide the interval [0,1] into q equal parts.
If

where

, then these points divide [0,1] into q parts,

not necessarily equal in length. Moreover, if x is any integer and p is any
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point of division, then f (x+p) can be expressed as the value of f at some
integral value.
Proof : The major part of the theorem follows immediately.
When
and

then successive points of division are of the form
and the difference is of the form

and

which varies with the values

of n1 and n2. Thus the points of division partition [0,1] into sub intervals
which are not necessarily equal in length. The last part follows from Lemma
1.
Lemma 4: Let x ε [0,1] and [0,1] be partitioned by

, k = 0, 1, ...,

q - 1 as described above. Then the points of division

are distinct.

Proof: First of all we shall consider the case when e = 0. Then
where 0 < f < 1. We note that

. If
earlier. When

and we can take

, the points of division are as given
the fractional part is given by
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where h = 0, 1, 2, ..., q - 1, since

We shall show that h > 0. We note that
and therefore
Consequently,

Thus

Therefore h > 0.
It can be shown that

Also

If
, then
Thus

where 0 < g < 1

711
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which is impossible.
Thus q takes the values 0, 1, 2, ..., q - 1
Thus the points of division are
which are distinct. As in lemma 3, the case when ε ≠
0 is dealt with.
If

then

Therefore for some 0 < f < 1

This can hold good only if i = j and t = s
Theorem 2: Let f R → R be a periodic function with period m + l, where
m is a positive integer and 0 < l < 1. Let x = k (m + l) + a + g where a is
a positive integer and 0 < g < 1. Then f(x - 1 + 1 - g) = f(a)
Also
f(x - 1 + (1 - g + r - rl) - [1 - g + r - rl])
= f ((k - r) (m + l) + a + r (m + 1) - [1- g + r - rl])

–
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Proof: We have
x = k(m + l) + a + g
Thus
x - 1 + 1 - g = k(m + l) + a
Therefore
f(x - 1 + 1 - g) = f[k(m+l) + a] = f(a)
Also
x - 1 + (1 - g + r - rl) - [1 - g + r - rl])
= (k - r) (m + l) + a + r (m + l) + r - rl - [1 - g + r - rl]
= (k - r) (m + l) + a + r (m + 1) - [1 - g + r - rl]
Therefore
f(x - 1 + (1 - g + r - rl) - [1 - g + r - rl]
= f((k - r) (m + l) + a + r (m + 1) - [1 - g + r - rl])
In fact, the function treated in Ven. va–roha is not strictly periodic. But
the Va kyas can be reduced to a periodic function. Because of its intrinsic
interest, it is treated like that.
–

A function f : R → R is called number λ with period λ is called δ
periodic if f (x + λ) = f(x) + δ. Accordingly we get the analogues of the
results in Theorem 2 thus:
f(x - 1 + 1 - g) = f(a) + k δ
f(x - 1 + (1 - g + r - rl) - [1 - g + r - rl]
= f[(k - r) (m + 1) + a + r (m + 1) - (1 - g + m - rl)] + (k - r) δ
This simply indicates the fact that dhruva has to be added to the
va kyas. In the cycles in 248 days the dhruva is added after the period is over
in effect.
–

In fact, the va–kyas of Vararuci can be reformulated in which the first
set of va–kyas for one cycle can be repeated without adding the dhruva. In
the case the periodic functions apply. Otherwise one can directly apply δ
periodic functions.
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4. MA– DHAVA’S METHOD

FROM A

MODERN PERSPECTIVE

We shall examine the method of Ma– dhava in the light of the preceding
section. First of all, the anomalistic period of the Moon is
27 days 30 na–dikas 16

Noting that

and

vina–dikas = 27.5545 days.

we can write

where ε = .0010
Clearly,

as required.

Thus the conditions required for the interpolation described in the
preceding section are satisfied.
Let N be an integer representing the number of Kali elapsed over.
Subtract Khan. d. a. Let the remainder be r. Then
, where f < 188611

, for some a

Therefore,

–
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.

The number of the Va–kya to be used first is a and the time concerned
is

of the day after Sunrise.

Again
We shall now prove the equivalence of the method we developed
with Ma– dhava’s.
We denote the current day by x and start the cycles from the one to
which belongs.
First of all,
x = 0 (m + l) + a + g
and
x - 1 + 1 - g = a + g - 1 + 1 - g = a, the number of the first Va–kya.
Also
f(x - 1 + 1 - g + r - rl) - [1 - g + r - rl]
= f (r (m + 1) + a - [1 - g + r - rl])

.........A

From Ma– dhava’s procedure we get that the increase in the number of
Va kyas in the r + 1th cycle from the start
–

= 27 r + [g + rl]
But [g + rl] = r - [1 - g + r - rl], if [g + rl] is not an integer.
The increase in the number of Va–kyas according to (A) is
27r + r - [1 - g + r - rl] = 27 r + [g + rl]
Thus the two methods are equivalent.
Note: When [g + rl] is an integer the time concerned is 0 or 60 and two
methods give different answers. The method (A) gives the time as 0 and
Ma– dhava’s gives as 60 ghat. ika–s.
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Example
Consider
The number of Kali days elapsed = 1862452
Kali days – Khan. da =1862452 – 1502008 = 360444
Find
The quotient is 13081 (agrimaphala)
The remainder = 18689
Dividing 18689 by 6845 the quotient is 2 and remainder is 4999. The first
Va–kya to be used is 2nd and the dhruvaka–la =

Proceeding thus we can determine all the dhruvaka–las and va–kyas.
The dhruat can be calculated for 360444 according to the rules given and
we get the following table.

Va–kyas

Time Statis- No. of
vighat. is
the
Va–kya

r

3–5

112

1

9 – 37

57

16 – 10

2

23 – 16

195

29 – 49

dhruva

sphut. a

′′
deg° min′′ sec′′
3

46

10

5

7

43

35

0

28

57

13

0

24

8

39

5

13

51

49

5

20

1

17

3

34

4

28

31

140

1

12

15

1

5

4

36 – 22

85

1

7

26

34

5

42 – 55

30

1

2

38

12

5

49 – 59

223

1

25

33

31

56 – 32

168

1

20

45

21

6

11

29

45

6

12

49

02

6

14

8

39

14

6

15

34

48

39

28

6

16

54

29

10

47

42

6

18

14

16

16

55

53

6

19

34

05

4

25

27

7

6

21

0

38

5

1

35

21

6

22

20

42
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These give the longitude of the Moon on the day preceding the
current day. Ma– dhava’s revised Candrava–kyas are used above.
HISTORICAL NOTE
.
Ma– dhava of Sangamagra– ma (c. 1340-1425) who had the title ‘golavid’
.
(master of spherics) is the author of Ven. va–roha. Sangamagra– ma is generally
indentified with Irinjalakkuda near Kochi. His works include Lagnaprakaran. a
and Agan. ita. His Maha–jya–nayanapraka–ra and Madhyama–nayanapraka–ra
for which short commentaries are available give novel theorems. It is likely
that he wrote an exhaustive astronomical work, though not available now.
He discovered the infinite series for the circumference of circle (and
effectively for π) and infinite series for R sine and R cosine much before
they were known in the west. His Ven. varoha had been commented upon by
Acyuta Pis. arat.i (c. 1500-1621). By any standards, Ma– dhava was acclaimed
as very great astronomer and mathematician of the world (Sarma 1972).
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